
The Human Body can measure what no instrument can do (Goethe)

• (Schrödinger + Heisenberg) - Goethe = 0

• Localization is not explanation

• Correlation  is not causation

• Association is not causation
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Human Body as a SpectroscopeHuman Body as a Spectroscope

ABSORPTION = 4 fundamental interactions

EMISSION = 4 fundamental atoms ( C.H.O.N)

4 nucléotides ( A.G.T.C)

4 Pigments 

4 neurotransmitters

Resonant cavity ( amplifier) 

Harmonic oscillator Manifold -» conformal mapping

of cell microtubules to cardiovascular networks.



66 zones of vascular longitudinal resonance zones of vascular longitudinal resonance 
constitute a spherical dynamic systemconstitute a spherical dynamic system

•2 ulnar arteries
VERTICAL AXIS OF ROTATION

•2 radial arteries 
•2 pollicis arteries 

The 2 radial arteries resonate to ecto-endoderm or explicate order
The 2 pollicis arteries resonate to mesoderm or implicate order

EQUATORIAL PLANE

Vascular resonance is a real time in vivo biochemical  bioassay



















• Ectoderm = electro-magnetic
• Endoderm = weak nuclear
• Mesoderm intra- embryo = strong nuclear
• Mesoderm extra- embryo = gravitational

RESONANCE RESONANCE between between 4 fundamental interactions 4 fundamental interactions 
and and 4 fundamental biologic layers4 fundamental biologic layers

Parallelism ontogenesis = cosmogenesis



between
•4 biochemical pigments 

and
•4 Fundamental interactions
•4 Fundamental embryologic layers 
•4 Atoms: Carbon, hydrogen, oxygen nitrogen
•4 Nucleotides of D.N.A
•4 Neurotransmitters
•4 Secondary messengers

and
•Hieroglyphics, ancient ideograms( Hebraic, Sanskrit, Chinese)

Gave rise to

• Vascular Semantic Resonance

Semantic resonance is the common axis to matter and antimatter

Vascular vibratory equivalence





Vascular semantic resonance

•Detects directly the meaning of geometric curves, ideograms and symbols

•Resonate to concepts.

•A mesodermic phenomenon, bypassing the neuro-ectodermic sensory
apparatus

•Shows that matter resonates with quanta and antimatter with qualia

•Matter (electron)  and Antimatter( positron)  are « Complex Conjugates »

•Each fundamental matter interaction communicates with a specific
antimatter layer or kosha of Aura.

• Phase conjugation prevents annihilation ?

•Semantic is the common axis to matter and antimatter





Mesoderm extra-embryo or Chorion is wrapping all the embryo
and resonates like Morula or undifferentiated stage.

The umbilical cord connects the rhythm of mother’s universe
with embryo cardiovascular Mesoderm which has its own rhythm.

Morula or/and Mesoderm extra-embryo resonates to

Gravitation
Protopsychism
Cosmic consciousness, Clear Light, NDE
Non local Mind
Ultimate reality
Wave Function
Degeneracy
Da - Sein

Endoderm resonates to Wave Function Collapse or Localization



Vascular Semantic Resonance showing identical vibratory 
spectra between  Morula, Gravitation, Protopsychism and 
Wave Function 
suggests a common function of Potentialisation.

Collapse of Wave Function or Materialization belongs to Endoderm
Liver Protein formation and Transcriptase.

Quanta are associated with matter transverse vibrations and 
Qualia with Antimatter longitudinal vibrations.

Semantic is the common vertical axis of Matter quanta and 
Antimatter qualia


